Abstract. The Boolean product R = P · Q of two {0, 1} m × m matrices is
Introduction
Computing R = P · Q, the product of two m × m Boolean matrices [BMM] is an ingredient of many combinatorial algorithms. R(j, k) = 1 IF there is t s.t. P (j, t) = Q(t, k) = 1 ELSE R(j, k) = 0. Many efforts were made to speed it beyond the standard m 3 steps, without using the algebraic multiplication. To divide the computation task, encoding of the rows and column indices were used (1.1) j by(j 1 , j 2 ), k by(k 1 , k 2 ) E.g., using integer p : j 2 = j mod p, j 1 = ceiling of j/p. Ranges of the digits are m 1 , m 2 , m 1 · m 2 is approximately m.
L. Lees article [1] reduced BMM to parsing substrings of a fixed string u with respect to a context-free grammar G. But the cubic complexity persisted.
The reduction here is to an SLS design, a family of bi-graphs bunches, each consisting of source-link-sink labeled digraphs. The family is obtained from r distinct encodings (1.1) of the indices -and invoking the Chinese remainder theorem to zoom on the BMM entries of R = P · Q. If r is an integer, e = 1/r, m 2 = m (e) then the total number of steps is 2r · m (2+e) . E.g., if r = 10 it is 20m (2.1) . This almost optimal BMM replaces the recourse to complicated algebraic matrix multiplications. It renders improved complexity to several graph property tests: Finding all edges which belong to triangles in a graph, and using it to reduce complexity of finding k-cliques [2] , and some other semi-cliques; finding all pairs shortest walks in a graph and other applications. The design has extensions which also obtain a [say maximum] witness t, to get R-entries conditioned on several witnesses, and other tests of information stored in the entries (j, t), (t, k). The SLS design works for BMM of (m × T ) × (T × m) factors matrices with time and space T ·m (1+e) , T is the number of switches -linking nodes, this seems useful for improved data-communications designs.
Using Valiants reduction of context -free parsing to BMM, the complexity exponent three in standard parsing is reduced by the SLS design to 2 + e with small e.
The Chinese Remainder Theorem
Given r integers p(s) pair-wise co-prime, a system of r residues mod p(s) determines uniquely each integer value up to P =the product of all the p(s).
Overview of the design for BMM reduction
The design consists of families of "bunches of digraphs": 
. And edge labeled k joins this switch with
Cleaning stage: Edge from some C(j 1 ) to a switch A(t, ·) is erased if no edge continues from this switch to some D(k 1 ). This "backward sweep" renders each bunch two sets of ACTIVE edges, J and K, J leaving the sources C and K entering the sinks D in the bunch. ACTIVE signifies that each j in J is a label on edge which starts a walk to a switch and ends with some edge labeled k in K entering a sink [and vice versa-from K to J]. (3.6): THE CONNECTION CLAIM: under the encoding choice of (3.2) and restriction (3.3) (3.4) there is a length -2 walk from C(
IFF both j and k satisfy the TESTS P (j, t) = Q(t, k) = 1. Easy to prove! The 2 edge walk was inserted when both tests hold. Conversely, existence of the walk with edges labeled j and then k shows that both TESTs hold. NOTE: Separation of the j and k to independent attachments on 2 sides of A(t, ·) and the convergence of several possible t-witnesses at both C and D sides gives a chance to avoid the triplet testing of each possible witness t against the pair (j, k)-which leads to cubic complexity in the standard BMM.
After the cleaning stage each bunch of the design has sets J and K of and column indices as explained in (3.5).
Now the attachment theme is played, restricting the attachments from matrices P, Q to rows and columns with fixed j * 2 and k * 2 . The persistent connection claim below will solve the remaining task of identifying all the connected pairs in (3.6) as those which stay active in all r distinct encodings. STEP COUNT. The number of steps in construction of the family can is simply the bound on the number of possible attachments made [and involve the RAM steps into P and Q in TESTS].
For each bunch the count is only 2 · m · m 1 since at most 2m 1 [1st digit values] are attached for each t [the value of the 2nd digit is fixed]. The total count for the whole family is
[Recall that m 2 is the range of 2nd digit, the residues mod p and m 1 the range of the 1st digit j/p, the product m 1 · m 2 is approx. m]. To economize-m 2 should be kept small! Now the punch line:
Run r distinct encodings of the indices with r values of p. Each p close to m (e) , e = 1/r. They are chosen to be pair-wise co-prime, and their product is somewhat larger than m. Then by the Chinese remainder theorem [ §2] the r residues [of the distinct 2nd digits in the encodings] determine just one value of j and one value of k. So the pair (j, k) is connected if both j and k persistently belong to the active sets J and K in each of the r encodings and j * 2 , k * 2 restriction in which j and k are attached. This is informally clear-a proof is given in §4. This leads to the oracle checks for R(j, k) = 1 or 0:
THE ORACLE CLAIM: To check that j and k are active at encoding by p(s) and restriction in which they are attached: (3.9): j and k determine j 1 , j 2 ; k 1 , k 2 [different for each encoding]: For each one of the r encodings-at the restriction to fixed value j 2 , k 2 bunch look at SOURCE node C(j 1 ) and SINK node D[j 1 ] -and look if there is an edge labeled j out of C(j 1 ) and edge labeled k into D(k 1 ) just 2 r RAM steps. Of course the values of the digits of (j, k) depend on the specific encoding.
TOTAL STEP COUNT:
If e = 1/r
Step count shows it takes 2r · m (2+e) RAM steps to construct all family bunches 2r oracle steps for finding the value of a pair (j, k) in the product matrix R. E.g., if r = 10 it is 20 · m (2.1) for the family bunches and 20 oracle steps for each pair (j, k) RAM-RANDOM ACCESS memory query --is an access to check an entry in the bunch graphs or in the factor matrices P and Q-directed by giving a specific address 4. Proof of the persistent connection claim If (j, k) are connected by a walk via the t switch [i.e. R(j, k) = 1], then they are connected [hence active] under all bunches of the family in which they are attached. Conversely given a pair (j, k) suppose k is persistently active as claimed by the oracle(3.9). It means k is connected to some active j ′ s in the active set J(s) in each encoding. But their j 2 values give r residues which determine a a unique j up to m by the Chinese remainder theorem-and this j must be the originally given j of the given pair since the oracle checks tests verified that this j is persistently active. The argument is symmetric it works from j to the k on the other side. If even one of the oracle checks fails then R(j, k) = 0 the pair is not connected by a t witness.
